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1. Introduction 

market for buying and selling transmission rights (TRs). We1 are responsible for settling these 

markets: 

• In the physical market, we collect funds from buyers and transfer funds to sellers. We do 

not actually take title to energy, and we are, by law, revenue neutral. We recover our 

administration expenses via a charge for each megawatt hour (MWh) of energy 

purchased. We also handle payouts for TRs through the physical market settlement 

process. 

• The financial market settlement process handles payments for rights purchased in TR 

auctions. (Please see the Transmission Rights workbook, available on our Training 

Materials webpage for details.) 

Settling the physical market 

There are four steps in settling the physical markets: 

• Gathering and processing data 

We gather and process metering data to produce settlement-ready data. Please see the 

Revenue Metering workbook, available on our Training Materials webpage for details. 

• Reconciling the markets 

In this step, we use the settlement-ready data to determine revenue owed to suppliers, 

and costs for consumers. We also calculate the overhead that participants must pay for 

such things as operating reserve, congestion management settlement credits (CMSC), 

and our administration fee. (For details on operating reserve and CMSC, see the 

Introduction to Ontario’s Physical Markets workbook, available on our Training Materials 

webpage.) 

• Invoicing participants 

We use the data from the reconciliation process to produce preliminary settlement 

statements, final settlement statements, and invoices for participants. 

• Transferring funds 

Energy purchasers transfer funds to us, and we, in turn, pay suppliers. All funds are 

transferred using electronic funds transfer (EFT) – and all funds transfers must follow 

required timelines. 

 
1 We’, ‘our’ and ‘us’ refer to the IESO. ‘You’ refers to the market participant. 

http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/marketplace-training/training-materials
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/marketplace-training/training-materials
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/marketplace-training/training-materials
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/marketplace-training/training-materials
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Settling the financial market 

Our only financial market is the Transmission Rights Market. We issue preliminary and final 

settlement statements and invoices for the financial market, as we do for the physical market, 

but the timelines are shorter in the financial market. (See the Transmission Rights workbook, 

available on our Training Materials webpage 

 

http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/marketplace-training/training-materials
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2. Reconciling the Markets 

Reconciling the markets involves calculating all the charges and payments required for the 

billing period. The process involves many inputs, including data from the markets, set rates for 

certain services and taxes, and metering data after it has been gathered and processed into 

settlement-ready data. 

Objectives 

After completing this section, you will be able to: 

• List the inputs we use for our settlement process 

• Identify charge type groups 

Settlement Process Inputs 

Market data inputs 

• Market schedules 

• Market prices 

• Dispatch instructions 

• Bids and offers 

• Ancillary services contract data 

• Transmission rights ownership data 

• Physical bilateral contract data 

Rates 

• Transmission tariff rates 

• Government mandated charges (e.g., the debt retirement charge) 

• Taxes 

• IESO administration fee 

Metered data 

• Allocated energy quantities 

• Peak demand data 

We use these inputs in our calculations to determine who owes what to the market and who, in 

turn, the market owes. 
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Charge Types 

We identify all charges and payments on your settlement statements and invoices by charge 

type. The IESO Charge Types and Equations document, available in our Market Rules and 

Manuals Library webpage, lists and explains all charge types. It also gives you the formulas we 

use and explains the variables in the formulas. 

Charge types are organized into the following series: 

100 Series: 

• The 100 series covers energy purchases and sales in the real-time markets, and the 

uplifts related to these activities. 

• For example, we use charge type 100 for dispatchable loads and generators. Charge 

type 100 represents the basic energy cost for loads, or revenue for suppliers. 

• We use charge type 101 to represent the amount due from or owed to non-dispatchable 

loads and generators. 

• The 100 series also includes: 

o Congestion management settlement credits 

o The transmission rights (TR) settlement credit 

o The net energy market settlement uplift, which covers such things as the difference 

between what we pay for energy and what we charge for energy in the same hour – this 

difference is largely due to losses when energy moves on the grid 

200 Series: 

• The 200 series relates to energy purchases and sales in the operating reserve market, 

as well as associated uplifts. 

300 Series: 

• The 300 series relates to the capacity market, which has not been implemented. 

Therefore, you will not see any 300 series charge types on your statements. 

400 Series: 

• The 400 series relates to ancillary services, which are contracted services needed to 

help maintain the reliability of the grid. They include voltage regulation, reactive power, 

black start capability and automatic generation control. 

http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/market-rules-and-manuals-library
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/market-rules-and-manuals-library
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500 Series: 

• The 500 series relates to reliability must-run contracts, which are contracts negotiated 

with a generating facility that give us the power to direct the facility to generate power to 

maintain system reliability. 

600 Series: 

• The 600 series relates to transmission services provided to maintain and operate the 

IESO-controlled grid. The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) regulates these charges, which 

we collect from transmission service users and pay to transmission service providers. 

• Transmission services charges cover the cost of the network infrastructure, line 

connections, and transformer connections. 

700 Series 

• The 700 series relates to miscellaneous charges, including charges for rural rate 

assistance, debt retirement, and dispute resolution. 

800 Series: 

• The 800 series relates to the default levy, which we can use to cover situations where a 

market participant defaults on payments owed to the markets but their prudential support 

does not cover what they owe. Under the default levy, all participants, including 

suppliers, pay a portion of the outstanding amount. 

900 Series: 

• The 900 series covers charges related to taxes. 

1000 Series: 

• The 1000 series relates to the CMSC clawback for dispatchable loads. 

1100 Series: 

• The 1100 series relates to charges in the Day-ahead Commitment Process (DACP). 

1300 Series: 

• The 1300 series relates to demand response programs. 

1400 Series: 

• The 1400 series relates to ancillary service contract charges and conservation charges. 

Charge code 9990: 

This charge code is for the IESO administration fee, which covers our administrative costs, 

including market support and grid operations. 
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3. Preliminary Settlement Statements and Data Files 

Once we have processed all the meter data and have determined all the charges and credits in 

the market, we can invoice market participants. 

Objectives 

After completing this section, you will be able to: 

• Identify the types of records on a preliminary settlement statement 

• Describe key features of header records, summary records, detail records and data files 

Steps in the Invoicing Process 

There are a number of steps in our invoicing process: 

• We produce preliminary settlement statements for each trade day – these statements 

provide an initial opportunity for you to see what you owe to the market for that day, or 

what the market owes you for that day. 

• If you have a concern about a charge on your preliminary settlement statement, you can 

submit a notice of disagreement (NOD) explaining the issue and proposing a solution. 

• Several days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement, and after we have 

processed most of the NODs, we issue the final settlement statement for the trade day. 

• Once a month, we invoice consumers in the physical markets. We then transfer the 

money we collect from loads and exporters to transmitters and to energy and ancillary 

services providers, that is, to generators and importers. 
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Preliminary Settlement Statements 

We issue preliminary settlement statements ten business days after each trade day. For 

example, we issued the preliminary settlement statement for the March 4, 2017 trade day on 

March 17, 2017. 

 

Although we issue a preliminary settlement statement for each trade day, we issue the 

statements only on business days. This means that on some days we issue more than one 

preliminary settlement statement. For example, on Friday, March 24, 2017, we issued 

preliminary settlement statements for March 10, 11 and 12. 

Retrieving your statements 

We post your statements to our secure website – we do not mail or fax them. It is up to you to 

retrieve your statement from our confidential reports site, which can only be accessed with a 

User ID and password. The calendar showing issue dates for statements and invoices is 

available via our Market Calendars web page. 

First look at charges 

The preliminary settlement statement is your first look at charges and revenues for that day. 

Note: Keep in mind that some charges are calculated monthly instead of daily, and appear only 

on the preliminary settlement statement for the last calendar day of the month. 

https://reports.ieso.ca/
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/calendars/market-calendars
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Statement format 

Settlement statements are formatted as pipe-delimited text files. Pipe-delimited means that each 

column of the record is separated by a symbol called a ‘pipe’ (|). A pipe allows spreadsheet 

programs to import and display the record so that each column of the record is separated. This 

is a very useful feature because of the large number of possible columns in a settlement 

statement. See the Opening Pipe-Delimited Text Files section (page 15) for instructions on how 

to open pipe-delimited text files using Microsoft Excel. 

There are four basic elements to a preliminary settlement statement: 

• Header record: the first line of the statement – it provides a one-line summary of the day 

• Summary records: provide totals for all charge types on the statement 

• Detail records: provide breakdowns by hour and interval of all charges and credits on the 

statement 

• Manual records: used for any payments or charges that are not automatically processed 
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Header record 

(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 

Table 2.1, available in the Market Rules and Manuals library.) 

 

The header record is always the first line in a settlement statement. The vertical bars between 

the header items are ‘pipes’, or separators. 

1. The header record begins with an ‘H’ identifying it as a header record. 

2. After the first pipe is the MP’s unique ID number. This identifies this statement as 

applying to this particular MP. This can be important, for example, for settlement 

services that download and process statements for several different participants. 

3. The Primary Trade Date is next. This is the trade date for this statement. 

4. Next is the Statement ID. This is the identifier for this statement – you need to enter this 

number if you are submitting a notice of disagreement. It is also useful for cross-

referencing statements to data files. 

5. The File Type ‘ST’ identifies that this is a statement file as opposed to a data file. 

6. ‘P’ in the Statement Type indicates that this is a statement of charges and credits in the 

physical market. If this field contained an ‘F’, this would be a financial market statement. 

7. Because this is a preliminary settlement statement, the Settlement Type is a ‘P’ for 

preliminary. For a final settlement statement, this would be an ‘F’. 

8. Total Due Amount: if preceded by a minus sign, this is the amount that the MP owes to 

the market for the trading day - otherwise, this is the amount due from the market for the 

trading day. In this case, the MP is owed $27,255.16. The total amount due is the sum of 

all of the subtotals shown in the summary record lines that follow. 

9. Billing Period Total to Date is the cumulative total of the physical market preliminary 

settlement statements to date in this billing period for this MP - this is not a mixture of 

http://www.ieso.ca/Pages/Participate/Market-Rules-and-Manuals-Library.aspx
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preliminary and final total due amounts, and, therefore, will not correspond to the 

monthly invoice. 

10. On the last trading day of the month, the header record also displays the day and hour of 

the system peak demand over the month. This helps loads confirm the calculation of the 

network transmission tariff charge. 

Summary record 

(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 

Table 2.2, available in the Market Rules and Manuals library.) 

Summary Records provide a summary of all settlement detail and manual line item records in 

the statement. One record is included for each combination of date and charge type existing in 

the Detail and Manual records. For a final statement, adjustment summary records will not be 

printed if there are no adjustments to the preliminary settlement on the specific date for the 

specific charge type. The trading date of each summary record will not always match the trading 

date of the header record, as new settlement details for prior trading dates are included on the 

preliminary statement and subsequently on a final statement if they have not previously 

appeared on a statement. 

 

http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/market-rules-and-manuals-library
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Summary Records break down the total for the day as shown in the header record into the 

applicable charge types: 

11. Summary records have the letters ‘SC’ for the Record Type located in first column. 

12. After the first pipe is the Charge Type number the summary record refers to, in this 

case, charge type 100. Therefore, this is the summary record for energy sold in the 

physical market on this day by this dispatchable generator. 

13. The Charge Type Description is a brief description of the charge type. 

14. The Trade Date refers to the date the summary record applies to. This date is important 

to note, as a preliminary settlement statement can include information about more than 

one trade day. This occurs most often where a notice of disagreement was not settled 

until after we issued the final settlement statement for the trade day. 

15. The Settlement Total is the net amount of settlements for that charge type for the trade 

day – In this case, the total amount due from the market for charge type 100 is 

$11,745.06. 

16. The Adjustment Flag indicates whether the record has been adjusted - on a preliminary 

settlement statement, the adjustment flag is always set to ‘N’ for ‘no’. 

Detail record 

(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 

Table 2.3, available in the Market Rules and Manuals library.) 

Example for a dispatchable generator: 

 

http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/market-rules-and-manuals-library
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For each charge type shown in the summary records, there are corresponding detail records. 

The total of the detail records for any charge type equals the total in the corresponding 

summary record. 

Detail record highlights: 

17. The Record Type ‘DP’ appears at the beginning of the line to indicate that this is a detail 

record. 

18. Next is the Charge Type that this detail record provides information about – in this case, 

charge type 100. 

19. Next are the Trade Date, Hour and Interval for this record. Prices and some charge 

types are determined every five minutes. Therefore, the information supplied in a detail 

record is broken down where appropriate by hour and by interval. 

For example, here we have information about charge type 100 for March 31, 2009, for 

Hour Ending 1, Interval 1. There are 12 five-minute intervals in an hour. Please note that 

even for a dispatchable facility, not all charges are broken down to the interval level. 

Some are calculated hourly. If this had been an hourly charge, the interval would appear 

as ‘0’. The interval for monthly charges also appears as ‘0’. There is no monthly column 

so monthly charges will appear on the statement as either ‘hour 0 interval 0’ or ‘hour 24 

Interval 0’ 

20. Next is the Settlement Amount for the interval for this charge type – the amount either 

owed by or owed to this market participant. 

21. The Zone ID is next. We determine energy prices for Ontario and for each of the intertie 

zones. ONZN indicates that this detail record refers to transactions in the Ontario zone. 

22. The Location ID is a number that identifies the point at which the energy being settled is 

determined to have entered or left the grid – often referred to as the delivery point or 

defined meter point. 

23. Settlement Type is always P for preliminary on a preliminary settlement statement. 

24. The Bill Quantity is next. This is the amount of energy transacted by this market 

participant in the interval. (Note that if there is a physical bilateral contract in effect, the 

bill quantity will not equal the allocated quantity of energy injected (AQEI) or the 

allocated quantity of energy withdrawn (AQEW). For example, this MP’s AQEI was 7.0, 

meaning that they injected 7.0 MWh during this interval. However, they sold a physical 

bilateral contract for 5.0 MWh. As a result, their bill quantity is only 2 MWh. For more 

information on physical bilateral contracts, please refer to the Physical Bilateral 

Contracts workbook, available on our Training Materials web pages. 

25. Next is the Price applicable during the interval. Using the bill quantity and the price, you 

can confirm the Settlement Amount. 

http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/marketplace-training/training-materials
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26. The Tax Rate and the Tax Billed are shown at the end of the record. There are a 

number of pipes with no numbers between them – these are space holders for fields that 

do not apply to this charge type. This example is for a dispatchable generator – different 

charge types may use different fields. 

Note: The trading date of each charge will not always match the trading date of the header 

record, as new settlement details for prior trading dates could be included on the preliminary 

settlement statement and subsequently on a final settlement statement if they have not 

previously appeared on a statement. 

Manual Record 

 

These records identify each individual manual line item that has been entered by the IESO for a 

market participant. Manual line items will be included in the statement if the affected date is the 

trading date of the statement or if the affected date is less than the trading date of the 

statement. 

Manual Record Highlights: 

1. The Record Type ‘MP’ appears at the beginning of the line to indicate that this is a 

Manual record. 

2. Next is the Charge Type that this manual record provides information about – in this 

case, charge type 1412 

3. The Trade Date refers to the date the manual record applies to. This date is important to 

note, as a preliminary settlement statement can include information about more than one 
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trade day. In the case of Charge Type 1412 (Feed-In Tariff Program) this Manual entry is 

based on the values submitted by market participants via On-line settlement form “Feed-

In Tariff Program”. 

4. The Settlement Total is the net amount of settlements for that charge type for the trade 

day – In this case, the total amount due from the market for charge type 1412 is 

$3,014.52 

5. The Zone ID is next. We determine energy prices for Ontario and for each of the intertie 

zones. ONZN indicates that this manual record refers to transactions in the Ontario 

zone. 

6. The Billable Quantity indicates the quantity to be billed for the trade day. 

7. The Tax Rate & Amount is the HST rate and dollar amount that corresponds to the 

settlement amount. 

8. The Charge Type Description is a brief description of the charge type. 

Header record for non-dispatchable load 

 

This is a header record for a non-dispatchable load. As you can see, the structure is the same 

as the structure for a header record for a dispatchable generator – but in this example the totals 

are negative, meaning that this MP owes the market money - in this case, $2,221.05. 
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Detail record for non-dispatchable load 

 

Please note that on the detail record for a non-dispatchable load, the trading interval is always 

‘0’ because these participants are charged on an hourly basis, not on a 5-minute interval basis. 

Also, note that the bill quantity is negative, indicating withdrawal of energy, but the AQEW is a 

positive number, even though it represents energy taken from the grid. 
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Opening pipe-delimited text files 

Our settlement statements are formatted as pipe-delimited text files. If you open them in 

WordPad or Word, the columns collapse together, making the statement difficult to read. 

However, if you open the statement or data file in Excel, you will see the columns spread out. 

To open the file in Microsoft Excel: 

Save the downloaded file as a text file 

Under the Data tab in Excel, select the From Text option within the Get External Data group 

 

The import wizard pops up, select the Delimited option, then click Next: 
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On the next screen, indicate what is delimiting the file. In the blank field next to Other, enter a 

pipe (the pipe [|] symbol is on the same key as the backslash key), then Finish. 
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Data Files 

A data file accompanies the preliminary settlement statement. This file provides additional 

information that can help you understand your settlement statement. 

• Data files are formatted as pipe-delimited text files (the same format we use for the 

settlement statements) 

• Data files start out with a header record 

• Next, if applicable, we provide physical bilateral contract information, including: 

o The buyer’s and seller's market participant ID numbers 

o The location ID for the settlement of the physical bilateral contract 

o The trading dates and hours to which the contract applies 

o Details on any reallocation of uplifts between the buyer and the seller 

• The zonal price data section of the data file provides you with all of the prices in the 

market on the trade day in both the Ontario zone and all of the intertie zones 

If your facility is dispatchable, you receive two additional records: 

• Schedule data showing how we scheduled your facility 

• Bid and offer data showing all your submitted bids and offers 

If you request it, the data file can also include your revenue meter measurement data. If you are 

interested in this option, please contact IESO Customer Relations. 

Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 

Any time you are working with your settlement statements, we recommend that you have a 

printed copy of the Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 

document available. It contains most of the information you need to know about how settlement 

statements are structured and what they contain. This document is available in the Market 

Rules and Manuals library. 

mailto:customer.relations@ieso.ca
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/market-rules-and-manuals-library
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/market-rules-and-manuals-library
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4. Notices of Disagreement 

A notice of disagreement (NOD) allows you to identify issues you have with a preliminary 

settlement statement. 

Objectives 

After completing this section, you will be able to: 

• Explain the NOD process, including timelines 

• List reasons to file a NOD, as well as items you cannot disagree with by using a NOD 

When Would You Use a NOD? 

You can use a notice of disagreement to disagree with your preliminary settlement statement if 

you believe that the statement: 

• Does not reflect your actual meter readings 

• Has the wrong price (e.g., a zonal price instead of the Ontario price, or an hourly price 

instead of a five-minute price) 

• Used incorrect schedules for your facility 

• Used incorrect physical bilateral contract data 

• Has incorrectly allocated your delivery point 

You cannot use a NOD to disagree with: 

• Calculation of prices – only the IESO has all of the information necessary to calculate 

these, so you cannot reasonably disagree 

• The equations we use to calculate the charges on the statement – there are other 

avenues for you to express any concerns you may have about these – for example, the 

market rule amendment process 
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Submitting a NOD 

Submit a separate NOD for each issue you have with your preliminary settlement statement 

A NOD is submitted through http://online.ieso.ca/ . Refer to the Managing a Notice of 

Disagreement document on the Guide for All Contact Roles webpage. 

Be sure to follow the submission window timelines. 

 

You must submit the NOD within four business days of when we issue the statement. Be sure 

the NOD is complete. 

We will reject incomplete NODs. 

• If a NOD relates to meter data, include the meter trouble report number 

• If the NOD is for any other reason, provide a proposed correction and supporting 

documentation 

• You have to submit what you think the correct statement entry should be, using the 

same format as your statement (that is, as a pipe-delimited text file) 

When Would We Notify other MPs? 

If other MPs are affected by your NOD, we will send them the summary text from your NOD. An 

example of when we would inform another MP is if there are issues with physical bilateral 

contract data. 

  

http://online.ieso.ca/
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/registration/online-ieso/guide-for-all-contact-roles
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Resolution of the NOD 

We have three possible ways to resolve a notice of disagreement: 

• We can disagree with your NOD and take no further action 

• We can agree with your NOD, but propose a different solution 

• We can agree with your NOD and accept your proposed solution 

Timing 

We make every effort to resolve NODs as quickly as possible. In most cases, we resolve NODs 

before we issue the final settlement statement for the day in question. In these cases, the 

corrected numbers appear on your final settlement statement. 

However, if we are unable to resolve the NOD before we issue the final settlement statement, 

any resulting adjustment will appear on the next issued preliminary settlement statement and 

the corresponding final settlement statement. 

In all cases, we must close a NOD within 15 business days of when we issue the final 

settlement statement for the trade date in question. Therefore, all NODs are settled within 35 

days of the trade date. 

Dispute Resolution 

If you are unhappy about our resolution of your NOD, or if you missed the four-day filing 

window, you can bring the issue to the dispute resolution process. 

This process is a generic process available to deal with issues you may have with the IESO- 

administered markets. It is not specific to settlement statements as the NOD process is. It is an 

arbitrated process involving rulings by members of the independent Dispute Resolution Panel, 

which is very similar to a labour relations arbitration panel. 

Be aware before you file, however, that the arbitrator can award costs to either party, including 

the cost of running the arbitration. 

Also, if you are bringing a dispute solely because you missed the NOD filing window, you should 

be aware that the arbitrator will reject your case unless you can demonstrate that you could not 

have filed a NOD, even when exercising due diligence. 
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5. Final Settlement Statements 

Objectives 

After completing this section, you will be able to: 

• Distinguish between preliminary and final settlement statements 

• Understand timelines for final settlement statements 

• Explain the process for disagreeing with a final settlement statement 

Final Settlement Statements 

You receive a preliminary settlement statement 10 business days after each trade day. This is 

your first look at the charges or revenues for that day. 

If you feel you need to do so, you can file a notice of disagreement regarding your preliminary 

settlement statement. 

We issue the final settlement statement 10 business days after we issue the preliminary 

settlement statement. The final settlement statement includes any adjustments that were 

needed to the preliminary statement’s numbers – for example, if the numbers changed as a 

result of a settled notice of disagreement. 

 

Final settlement statements are in the same, pipe-delimited format as preliminary settlement 

statements. 

As with the preliminary settlement statements, final settlement statements include header 
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records, summary records, and detail records. They can also include manual line items. 

Adjustments to the Preliminary Settlement Statement 

Summary records 

 

Information from preliminary statement included 

The final settlement statement always includes all of the summary and detailed records from the 

preliminary settlement statement. The adjustment flag on these records is set to ‘N’ for ‘no’. 

Adjustment shows as new line 

If we have made an adjustment to a charge type, an additional line with the new information is 

included below the line from the preliminary statement that is being adjusted. 

Below any changed records, you will also see a second summary record, with the adjustment 

flag set to ‘Y’ for ‘yes’. 

Incremental change shown 

Note that the second summary record indicates the incremental change to the amount due for 

this charge type from the preliminary statement – it does not indicate the total, final, correct 

amount due. 
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Therefore, you have to add the original line and the revised line in order to determine what the 

final amount owed is for that charge type. 

In the example above, the preliminary statement indicated that this load owed the markets 

$1364.34. However, the adjustment indicates that they actually owe 63 cents more than that. 

Adding these two tells you that this MP actually owes $1364.97. 

Detail records 

The detail record for a final settlement statement follows the same basic pattern as the final 

settlement statement summary record: 

• You will always see a repeat of the information from the preliminary settlement 

statement. 

• If we have made adjustments to the charge type, the detail record is repeated. 

• The adjustment flag in the line copied from the preliminary settlement statement is 

always set to ‘C’ instead of ‘P’ to identify it as a copy. The adjustment flag on the new 

line is set to ‘F’ indicating that this is the final adjustment. 

• The values in the settlement amount and tax amount fields in the adjusted detail record 

line are the incremental values from those in the preliminary settlement statement. 

• In any other field, the amount shown represents the revised total, not an incremental 

change from the preliminary settlement statement. 

Dispute Resolution 

The NOD process is available only for preliminary settlement statements. 

Since final settlement statements are just the preliminary data again plus any adjustments due 

to NODs, you would not expect to find any problems with your final settlement statements – 

other than any submitted and as yet unresolved NODs. However, if you do find problems, you 

have 20 business days after we issue the final settlement statement to file a notice of dispute. 

Please note that if the item under dispute was originally shown on a preliminary settlement 

statement, you must have filed a notice of disagreement against the preliminary settlement 

statement, unless you were prevented from doing so even with the application of due diligence. 

The dispute’s arbitrator will ask you to explain why no notice of disagreement was filed, and can 

reject the dispute if insufficient reasons are provided. 

As with any issue you may have, we encourage you to call us first to see if we can address your 

concerns. 
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6. Invoices 

Up to this point, you have received settlement statements listing your liabilities and credits for 

each trade day of a billing period. However, no money has actually changed hands. 

Objectives 

After completing this section, you will be able to: 

• Explain timelines for retrieving and paying invoices 

• Identify the main sections of an invoice 

• Describe a statement of activity 

Invoices 

Retrieving your invoice 

As with settlement statements and data files, we post your invoice to our secure website – we 

do not mail or fax it. It is up to you to retrieve your invoice from the IESO confidential Reports 

site. The calendar showing the issue dates for statements and invoices is available via our 

Market Calendars web page. 

Timing 

 

• The invoice period in the real-time energy market is one calendar month. 

• We post invoices 10 business days after the end of the calendar month 

• If you owe money within the IESO-administered markets, you must make payments 

within two business days of when we issue the invoice. 

• If you are owed money, you are paid two business days after we receive payment from 

consumers. 

Recall our settlement statement timelines – we do not issue final settlement statements until 20 

business days after the trade date. Therefore, your invoice is a mixture of preliminary and final 

information. For example, the invoice for March 2017 includes: 

• Final Information for February 14 to 28 

• Final information for March 1 through 19 

• Preliminary information for March 20 through 31 
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Any adjustments for March 20 through 31 will appear on the April invoice. 

(The calendar below also indicates when you receive preliminary and final settlement 

statements. Note that on some days you receive several preliminary and final statements.) 

 

Information on your invoice 

• Your invoice lists all the charge types that apply for the billing period, along with a 

description of the charge type and the amount owed by you or to you for that charge 

type. 

• Note that on your invoice, a positive number means that you owe the market money, and 

a negative number means that the market owes you money. On your settlement 

statements, the reverse is true – a negative number means that you owe the market 

money, while a positive number means that the market owes you money. 
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• As with settlement statements, all amounts on your invoice are in Canadian dollars. 

• The invoice shows the total amount owed by you or to you, along with the payment due 

date. 

Payments 

Payments are due from market participants within two business days after we issue the invoice. 

We then pay suppliers and transmitters by the fourth business day after we issued the invoice. 

A payment should relate to only one invoice – this will avoid confusion. 

Payment in full required 

You must pay your invoice in full, even if you have an outstanding notice of disagreement that 

you are sure we will accept. Any corrections will appear on a subsequent invoice. We have to 

be stringent about this because we are a revenue neutral organization. Therefore, each month 

the amount we collect has to be the same as the amount we pay out. 

Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) 

Please make all payments by electronic funds transfer (EFT). 

Because of this requirement, you need to have an account with a bank that has EFT capability 

and that has a branch in Ontario. 

Be sure to include information identifying the transaction. 

Manual Invoices 

We issue manual invoices under a number of circumstances, including: 

• To recover interest charged on late payments 

• To recover the cost of processing over-payments 

• To recover arbitration costs that have been assigned to the MP by the arbitrator 

• To pay an MP for credits arising out of a mediation, or to recover any payments arising 

from an arbitration decision 

• To impose monetary compliance penalties 

Receiving and paying a manual invoice 

Manual invoices are not necessarily produced on the same day as the regular monthly invoice. 

They can be produced at any time of the month. 

• We notify the MP via email when we issue a manual invoice. 
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• Payment of manual invoices is required within two business days of when we issue the 

invoice if the invoice is for financing charges, and within ten business days for all other 

charges. To avoid confusion, the invoice specifies the payment date. 

Note that it is important to keep your company contact information up-to-date to ensure that you 

do not miss downloading and paying a manual invoice on time. 

Statement of Activity 

Along with settlement statements and invoices, we also issue statements of activity. A 

statement of activity is similar to a bank statement for your account with us - it gives you a 

record of your account activity for the calendar month. 

We issue statements of activity on the first business day of each month. The statements include 

information on: 

• The opening and ending balances for the month 

• Any invoices issued during the month 

• Any payments or receipts for the month 

• Any past due amounts if you didn’t pay your invoice on time  
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Below is an example of a Statement of Activity: 
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7. Financial Markets 

We use the same process for invoicing the physical and financial markets, but the timing is 

different. 

Objectives 

After completing this section, you will be able to: 

• List the timelines associated with both physical and financial market settlement 

statements and invoices. 

Financial Market Settlement Statements and Invoices 

The only financial market we administer is the Transmission Rights (TR) Market. TR’s allow for 

payments based on the price differential between the Ontario zone price and the price in an 

intertie zone. We sell TRs in auctions that do not conform to physical market timelines. (For 

additional information about TRs, please see the Transmission Rights workbook, available on 

our Marketplace Training web pages.) 

Financial market timelines 

• We issue preliminary settlement statements two business days after the close of a 

transmission rights auction 

• We issue final settlement statements four business days after the preliminary settlement 

statements – i.e., six business days after the end of the auction 

No data files 

There are no data files in the financial market. 

Notices of disagreement 

• In the financial market, you have only two business days to file a notice of disagreement 

(not four business days as you have in the physical markets) 

• The window for a notice of dispute is 20 days – the same as in the physical markets 

Billing period and payment timelines 

The billing period for the financial market is one week instead of the one month in the physical 

markets. 

We issue invoices six business days after the billing period (the same day we issue final 

settlement statements). 
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Retrieving settlement statements and invoices 

As with physical market settlement statements and invoices, we post your financial market 

statements and invoices to our secure website – we do not mail or fax them. It is up to you to 

retrieve them from our confidential Reports site. 

The calendar showing the issue dates for financial market statements and invoices is available 

via our Market Calendars web page. 

Timelines comparison 

 

 

http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/calendars/market-calendars
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8. Skill Check 

Questions 

1. Which charge type series do we use for energy purchases and sales? 

a) 100 series 

b) 200 series 

c) 300 series 

d) 400 series 

2. True or False: In the physical markets, we issue preliminary settlement statements ten 

calendar days after the trading date. 

3. If you wish to submit a NOD in the physical markets, you must submit it no later than    

business days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement. 

4. True or False: In the physical markets, we produce final settlement statements for each 

business day in the month. 

5. How often do we produce invoices for the physical markets? 

a) Each business day 

b) Once a week 

c) Once a month 

6. When is payment due to the IESO? 

________________ business days after we issue the invoice. 

7. When are payments due to participants from the IESO? 

________________business days after we issue the invoice. 

8. How do you receive settlement statements and invoices? 

a) You receive them by mail from the IESO 

b) You receive them by fax from the IESO 

c) You retrieve them via the IESO confidential Reports site 

9. True or False: It is possible to receive 3 preliminary settlement statements on one day. 
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10. On a final settlement statement, if the adjustment flag is set to ‘Y’, the new amount 

owing on the second summary record indicates: 

a) The incremental change 

b) The new total 

11. In the financial market, you have_____________days after we issue the preliminary 

settlement statement to file a NOD. 

12. True or False: If you submit a NOD, you must submit what you think the correct 

statement entry should be, using the same format as your statement. 
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Answers 

1. Which charge type series do we use for energy purchases and sales? 

a) 100 series  

b) 200 series  

c) 300 series  

d) 400 series  

2. True  or False : In the physical markets, we issue preliminary settlement statements 

ten calendar days after the trading date. 

Comment: We issue preliminary settlement statements ten business days after the 

trading date. 

3. If you wish to submit a NOD in the physical markets, you must submit it no later than 4 

business days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement. 

4. True  or False : In the physical markets, we produce final settlement statements for 

each business day in the month. 

Comment: We produce final settlement statements for each trading day in the month. 

5. How often do we produce invoices for the physical markets? 

a) Each business day  

b) Once a week  

c) Once a month  

6. When is payment due to the IESO? 

2 business days after we issue the invoice. 

7. When are payments due to participants from the IESO? 

4 business days after we issue the invoice. 

8. How do you receive settlement statements and invoices? 

a) You receive them by mail from the IESO  

b) You receive them by fax from the IESO  

c) You retrieve them via the IESO confidential Reports site  

9. True  or False : It is possible to receive 3 preliminary settlement statements on one 

day. 
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10. On a physical market final settlement statement, if the adjustment flag is set to ‘Y’, the 

new amount owing on the second summary record indicates: 

a) The incremental change  

b) The new total  

11. In the financial market, you have 2 days after we issue the preliminary settlement 

statement to file a NOD. 

12. True  or False : If you submit a NOD, you must submit what you think the correct 

statement entry should be, using the same format as your statement. 
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9. Additional Information 

Marketplace Training and Participant Tool Training web pages: 

• Workbooks 

o Introduction to Ontario’s Physical Markets 

o Interjurisdictional Energy Trading 

o Revenue Metering 

o Physical Bilateral Contracts 

o Transmission Rights 

• Guide to Prudentials at the IESO 

• Guide to the IESO Portal 

• Guide to Online Data Submission via the IESO Portal 

Market Rules and Manuals Library: 

• IESO Charge Types and Equations 

• Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 

• IESO Settlements Market Manual (Market Manual 5) 

IESO Settlements web pages 

http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/marketplace-training/training-materials
http://www.ieso.ca/en/sector-participants/market-operations/marketplace-training/participant-tool-training
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/market-operations/market-rules-and-manuals-library
http://www.ieso.ca/sector-participants/settlements/settlement-process
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	1. Introduction 
	market for buying and selling transmission rights (TRs). We1 are responsible for settling these markets: 
	1 We’, ‘our’ and ‘us’ refer to the IESO. ‘You’ refers to the market participant. 
	1 We’, ‘our’ and ‘us’ refer to the IESO. ‘You’ refers to the market participant. 

	• In the physical market, we collect funds from buyers and transfer funds to sellers. We do not actually take title to energy, and we are, by law, revenue neutral. We recover our administration expenses via a charge for each megawatt hour (MWh) of energy purchased. We also handle payouts for TRs through the physical market settlement process. 
	• In the physical market, we collect funds from buyers and transfer funds to sellers. We do not actually take title to energy, and we are, by law, revenue neutral. We recover our administration expenses via a charge for each megawatt hour (MWh) of energy purchased. We also handle payouts for TRs through the physical market settlement process. 
	• In the physical market, we collect funds from buyers and transfer funds to sellers. We do not actually take title to energy, and we are, by law, revenue neutral. We recover our administration expenses via a charge for each megawatt hour (MWh) of energy purchased. We also handle payouts for TRs through the physical market settlement process. 

	• The financial market settlement process handles payments for rights purchased in TR auctions. (Please see the Transmission Rights workbook, available on our 
	• The financial market settlement process handles payments for rights purchased in TR auctions. (Please see the Transmission Rights workbook, available on our 
	• The financial market settlement process handles payments for rights purchased in TR auctions. (Please see the Transmission Rights workbook, available on our 
	Training Materials
	Training Materials

	 webpage for details.) 



	Settling the physical market 
	There are four steps in settling the physical markets: 
	• Gathering and processing data 
	• Gathering and processing data 
	• Gathering and processing data 


	We gather and process metering data to produce settlement-ready data. Please see the Revenue Metering workbook, available on our 
	We gather and process metering data to produce settlement-ready data. Please see the Revenue Metering workbook, available on our 
	Training Materials
	Training Materials

	 webpage for details. 

	• Reconciling the markets 
	• Reconciling the markets 
	• Reconciling the markets 


	In this step, we use the settlement-ready data to determine revenue owed to suppliers, and costs for consumers. We also calculate the overhead that participants must pay for such things as operating reserve, congestion management settlement credits (CMSC), and our administration fee. (For details on operating reserve and CMSC, see the Introduction to Ontario’s Physical Markets workbook, available on our 
	In this step, we use the settlement-ready data to determine revenue owed to suppliers, and costs for consumers. We also calculate the overhead that participants must pay for such things as operating reserve, congestion management settlement credits (CMSC), and our administration fee. (For details on operating reserve and CMSC, see the Introduction to Ontario’s Physical Markets workbook, available on our 
	Training Materials
	Training Materials

	 webpage.) 

	• Invoicing participants 
	• Invoicing participants 
	• Invoicing participants 


	We use the data from the reconciliation process to produce preliminary settlement statements, final settlement statements, and invoices for participants. 
	• Transferring funds 
	• Transferring funds 
	• Transferring funds 


	Energy purchasers transfer funds to us, and we, in turn, pay suppliers. All funds are transferred using electronic funds transfer (EFT) – and all funds transfers must follow required timelines. 
	Settling the financial market 
	Our only financial market is the Transmission Rights Market. We issue preliminary and final settlement statements and invoices for the financial market, as we do for the physical market, but the timelines are shorter in the financial market. (See the Transmission Rights workbook, available on our 
	Our only financial market is the Transmission Rights Market. We issue preliminary and final settlement statements and invoices for the financial market, as we do for the physical market, but the timelines are shorter in the financial market. (See the Transmission Rights workbook, available on our 
	Training Materials
	Training Materials

	 webpage 

	 
	2. Reconciling the Markets 
	Reconciling the markets involves calculating all the charges and payments required for the billing period. The process involves many inputs, including data from the markets, set rates for certain services and taxes, and metering data after it has been gathered and processed into settlement-ready data. 
	Objectives 
	After completing this section, you will be able to: 
	• List the inputs we use for our settlement process 
	• List the inputs we use for our settlement process 
	• List the inputs we use for our settlement process 

	• Identify charge type groups 
	• Identify charge type groups 


	Settlement Process Inputs 
	Market data inputs 
	• Market schedules 
	• Market schedules 
	• Market schedules 

	• Market prices 
	• Market prices 

	• Dispatch instructions 
	• Dispatch instructions 

	• Bids and offers 
	• Bids and offers 

	• Ancillary services contract data 
	• Ancillary services contract data 

	• Transmission rights ownership data 
	• Transmission rights ownership data 

	• Physical bilateral contract data 
	• Physical bilateral contract data 


	Rates 
	• Transmission tariff rates 
	• Transmission tariff rates 
	• Transmission tariff rates 

	• Government mandated charges (e.g., the debt retirement charge) 
	• Government mandated charges (e.g., the debt retirement charge) 

	• Taxes 
	• Taxes 

	• IESO administration fee 
	• IESO administration fee 


	Metered data 
	• Allocated energy quantities 
	• Allocated energy quantities 
	• Allocated energy quantities 

	• Peak demand data 
	• Peak demand data 


	We use these inputs in our calculations to determine who owes what to the market and who, in turn, the market owes. 
	Charge Types 
	We identify all charges and payments on your settlement statements and invoices by charge type. The IESO Charge Types and Equations document, available in our 
	We identify all charges and payments on your settlement statements and invoices by charge type. The IESO Charge Types and Equations document, available in our 
	Market Rules and Manuals Library
	Market Rules and Manuals Library

	 webpage, lists and explains all charge types. It also gives you the formulas we use and explains the variables in the formulas. 

	Charge types are organized into the following series: 
	100 Series: 
	• The 100 series covers energy purchases and sales in the real-time markets, and the uplifts related to these activities. 
	• The 100 series covers energy purchases and sales in the real-time markets, and the uplifts related to these activities. 
	• The 100 series covers energy purchases and sales in the real-time markets, and the uplifts related to these activities. 

	• For example, we use charge type 100 for dispatchable loads and generators. Charge type 100 represents the basic energy cost for loads, or revenue for suppliers. 
	• For example, we use charge type 100 for dispatchable loads and generators. Charge type 100 represents the basic energy cost for loads, or revenue for suppliers. 

	• We use charge type 101 to represent the amount due from or owed to non-dispatchable loads and generators. 
	• We use charge type 101 to represent the amount due from or owed to non-dispatchable loads and generators. 

	• The 100 series also includes: 
	• The 100 series also includes: 

	o Congestion management settlement credits 
	o Congestion management settlement credits 

	o The transmission rights (TR) settlement credit 
	o The transmission rights (TR) settlement credit 

	o The net energy market settlement uplift, which covers such things as the difference between what we pay for energy and what we charge for energy in the same hour – this difference is largely due to losses when energy moves on the grid 
	o The net energy market settlement uplift, which covers such things as the difference between what we pay for energy and what we charge for energy in the same hour – this difference is largely due to losses when energy moves on the grid 


	200 Series: 
	• The 200 series relates to energy purchases and sales in the operating reserve market, as well as associated uplifts. 
	• The 200 series relates to energy purchases and sales in the operating reserve market, as well as associated uplifts. 
	• The 200 series relates to energy purchases and sales in the operating reserve market, as well as associated uplifts. 


	300 Series: 
	• The 300 series relates to the capacity market, which has not been implemented. Therefore, you will not see any 300 series charge types on your statements. 
	• The 300 series relates to the capacity market, which has not been implemented. Therefore, you will not see any 300 series charge types on your statements. 
	• The 300 series relates to the capacity market, which has not been implemented. Therefore, you will not see any 300 series charge types on your statements. 


	400 Series: 
	• The 400 series relates to ancillary services, which are contracted services needed to help maintain the reliability of the grid. They include voltage regulation, reactive power, black start capability and automatic generation control. 
	• The 400 series relates to ancillary services, which are contracted services needed to help maintain the reliability of the grid. They include voltage regulation, reactive power, black start capability and automatic generation control. 
	• The 400 series relates to ancillary services, which are contracted services needed to help maintain the reliability of the grid. They include voltage regulation, reactive power, black start capability and automatic generation control. 


	500 Series: 
	• The 500 series relates to reliability must-run contracts, which are contracts negotiated with a generating facility that give us the power to direct the facility to generate power to maintain system reliability. 
	• The 500 series relates to reliability must-run contracts, which are contracts negotiated with a generating facility that give us the power to direct the facility to generate power to maintain system reliability. 
	• The 500 series relates to reliability must-run contracts, which are contracts negotiated with a generating facility that give us the power to direct the facility to generate power to maintain system reliability. 


	600 Series: 
	• The 600 series relates to transmission services provided to maintain and operate the IESO-controlled grid. The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) regulates these charges, which we collect from transmission service users and pay to transmission service providers. 
	• The 600 series relates to transmission services provided to maintain and operate the IESO-controlled grid. The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) regulates these charges, which we collect from transmission service users and pay to transmission service providers. 
	• The 600 series relates to transmission services provided to maintain and operate the IESO-controlled grid. The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) regulates these charges, which we collect from transmission service users and pay to transmission service providers. 

	• Transmission services charges cover the cost of the network infrastructure, line connections, and transformer connections. 
	• Transmission services charges cover the cost of the network infrastructure, line connections, and transformer connections. 


	700 Series 
	• The 700 series relates to miscellaneous charges, including charges for rural rate assistance, debt retirement, and dispute resolution. 
	• The 700 series relates to miscellaneous charges, including charges for rural rate assistance, debt retirement, and dispute resolution. 
	• The 700 series relates to miscellaneous charges, including charges for rural rate assistance, debt retirement, and dispute resolution. 


	800 Series: 
	• The 800 series relates to the default levy, which we can use to cover situations where a market participant defaults on payments owed to the markets but their prudential support does not cover what they owe. Under the default levy, all participants, including suppliers, pay a portion of the outstanding amount. 
	• The 800 series relates to the default levy, which we can use to cover situations where a market participant defaults on payments owed to the markets but their prudential support does not cover what they owe. Under the default levy, all participants, including suppliers, pay a portion of the outstanding amount. 
	• The 800 series relates to the default levy, which we can use to cover situations where a market participant defaults on payments owed to the markets but their prudential support does not cover what they owe. Under the default levy, all participants, including suppliers, pay a portion of the outstanding amount. 


	900 Series: 
	• The 900 series covers charges related to taxes. 
	• The 900 series covers charges related to taxes. 
	• The 900 series covers charges related to taxes. 


	1000 Series: 
	• The 1000 series relates to the CMSC clawback for dispatchable loads. 
	• The 1000 series relates to the CMSC clawback for dispatchable loads. 
	• The 1000 series relates to the CMSC clawback for dispatchable loads. 


	1100 Series: 
	• The 1100 series relates to charges in the Day-ahead Commitment Process (DACP). 
	• The 1100 series relates to charges in the Day-ahead Commitment Process (DACP). 
	• The 1100 series relates to charges in the Day-ahead Commitment Process (DACP). 


	1300 Series: 
	• The 1300 series relates to demand response programs. 
	• The 1300 series relates to demand response programs. 
	• The 1300 series relates to demand response programs. 


	1400 Series: 
	• The 1400 series relates to ancillary service contract charges and conservation charges. 
	• The 1400 series relates to ancillary service contract charges and conservation charges. 
	• The 1400 series relates to ancillary service contract charges and conservation charges. 


	Charge code 9990: 
	This charge code is for the IESO administration fee, which covers our administrative costs, including market support and grid operations. 
	3. Preliminary Settlement Statements and Data Files 
	Once we have processed all the meter data and have determined all the charges and credits in the market, we can invoice market participants. 
	Objectives 
	After completing this section, you will be able to: 
	• Identify the types of records on a preliminary settlement statement 
	• Identify the types of records on a preliminary settlement statement 
	• Identify the types of records on a preliminary settlement statement 

	• Describe key features of header records, summary records, detail records and data files 
	• Describe key features of header records, summary records, detail records and data files 


	Steps in the Invoicing Process 
	There are a number of steps in our invoicing process: 
	• We produce preliminary settlement statements for each trade day – these statements provide an initial opportunity for you to see what you owe to the market for that day, or what the market owes you for that day. 
	• We produce preliminary settlement statements for each trade day – these statements provide an initial opportunity for you to see what you owe to the market for that day, or what the market owes you for that day. 
	• We produce preliminary settlement statements for each trade day – these statements provide an initial opportunity for you to see what you owe to the market for that day, or what the market owes you for that day. 

	• If you have a concern about a charge on your preliminary settlement statement, you can submit a notice of disagreement (NOD) explaining the issue and proposing a solution. 
	• If you have a concern about a charge on your preliminary settlement statement, you can submit a notice of disagreement (NOD) explaining the issue and proposing a solution. 

	• Several days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement, and after we have processed most of the NODs, we issue the final settlement statement for the trade day. 
	• Several days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement, and after we have processed most of the NODs, we issue the final settlement statement for the trade day. 

	• Once a month, we invoice consumers in the physical markets. We then transfer the money we collect from loads and exporters to transmitters and to energy and ancillary services providers, that is, to generators and importers. 
	• Once a month, we invoice consumers in the physical markets. We then transfer the money we collect from loads and exporters to transmitters and to energy and ancillary services providers, that is, to generators and importers. 


	Preliminary Settlement Statements 
	We issue preliminary settlement statements ten business days after each trade day. For example, we issued the preliminary settlement statement for the March 4, 2017 trade day on March 17, 2017. 
	 
	Figure
	Although we issue a preliminary settlement statement for each trade day, we issue the statements only on business days. This means that on some days we issue more than one preliminary settlement statement. For example, on Friday, March 24, 2017, we issued preliminary settlement statements for March 10, 11 and 12. 
	Retrieving your statements 
	We post your statements to our secure website – we do not mail or fax them. It is up to you to retrieve your statement from our 
	We post your statements to our secure website – we do not mail or fax them. It is up to you to retrieve your statement from our 
	confidential reports
	confidential reports

	 site, which can only be accessed with a User ID and password. The calendar showing issue dates for statements and invoices is available via our 
	Market Calendars
	Market Calendars

	 web page. 

	First look at charges 
	The preliminary settlement statement is your first look at charges and revenues for that day. 
	Note: Keep in mind that some charges are calculated monthly instead of daily, and appear only on the preliminary settlement statement for the last calendar day of the month. 
	Statement format 
	Settlement statements are formatted as pipe-delimited text files. Pipe-delimited means that each column of the record is separated by a symbol called a ‘pipe’ (|). A pipe allows spreadsheet 
	programs to import and display the record so that each column of the record is separated. This is a very useful feature because of the large number of possible columns in a settlement statement. See the Opening Pipe-Delimited Text Files section (page 15) for instructions on how to open pipe-delimited text files using Microsoft Excel. 
	There are four basic elements to a preliminary settlement statement: 
	• Header record: the first line of the statement – it provides a one-line summary of the day 
	• Header record: the first line of the statement – it provides a one-line summary of the day 
	• Header record: the first line of the statement – it provides a one-line summary of the day 

	• Summary records: provide totals for all charge types on the statement 
	• Summary records: provide totals for all charge types on the statement 

	• Detail records: provide breakdowns by hour and interval of all charges and credits on the statement 
	• Detail records: provide breakdowns by hour and interval of all charges and credits on the statement 

	• Manual records: used for any payments or charges that are not automatically processed 
	• Manual records: used for any payments or charges that are not automatically processed 


	 
	Figure
	Header record 
	(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files Table 2.1, available in the 
	(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files Table 2.1, available in the 
	Market Rules and Manuals
	Market Rules and Manuals

	 library.) 

	 
	Figure
	The header record is always the first line in a settlement statement. The vertical bars between the header items are ‘pipes’, or separators. 
	1. The header record begins with an ‘H’ identifying it as a header record. 
	1. The header record begins with an ‘H’ identifying it as a header record. 
	1. The header record begins with an ‘H’ identifying it as a header record. 

	2. After the first pipe is the MP’s unique ID number. This identifies this statement as applying to this particular MP. This can be important, for example, for settlement services that download and process statements for several different participants. 
	2. After the first pipe is the MP’s unique ID number. This identifies this statement as applying to this particular MP. This can be important, for example, for settlement services that download and process statements for several different participants. 

	3. The Primary Trade Date is next. This is the trade date for this statement. 
	3. The Primary Trade Date is next. This is the trade date for this statement. 

	4. Next is the Statement ID. This is the identifier for this statement – you need to enter this number if you are submitting a notice of disagreement. It is also useful for cross-referencing statements to data files. 
	4. Next is the Statement ID. This is the identifier for this statement – you need to enter this number if you are submitting a notice of disagreement. It is also useful for cross-referencing statements to data files. 

	5. The File Type ‘ST’ identifies that this is a statement file as opposed to a data file. 
	5. The File Type ‘ST’ identifies that this is a statement file as opposed to a data file. 

	6. ‘P’ in the Statement Type indicates that this is a statement of charges and credits in the physical market. If this field contained an ‘F’, this would be a financial market statement. 
	6. ‘P’ in the Statement Type indicates that this is a statement of charges and credits in the physical market. If this field contained an ‘F’, this would be a financial market statement. 

	7. Because this is a preliminary settlement statement, the Settlement Type is a ‘P’ for preliminary. For a final settlement statement, this would be an ‘F’. 
	7. Because this is a preliminary settlement statement, the Settlement Type is a ‘P’ for preliminary. For a final settlement statement, this would be an ‘F’. 

	8. Total Due Amount: if preceded by a minus sign, this is the amount that the MP owes to the market for the trading day - otherwise, this is the amount due from the market for the trading day. In this case, the MP is owed $27,255.16. The total amount due is the sum of all of the subtotals shown in the summary record lines that follow. 
	8. Total Due Amount: if preceded by a minus sign, this is the amount that the MP owes to the market for the trading day - otherwise, this is the amount due from the market for the trading day. In this case, the MP is owed $27,255.16. The total amount due is the sum of all of the subtotals shown in the summary record lines that follow. 

	9. Billing Period Total to Date is the cumulative total of the physical market preliminary settlement statements to date in this billing period for this MP - this is not a mixture of 
	9. Billing Period Total to Date is the cumulative total of the physical market preliminary settlement statements to date in this billing period for this MP - this is not a mixture of 


	preliminary and final total due amounts, and, therefore, will not correspond to the monthly invoice. 
	preliminary and final total due amounts, and, therefore, will not correspond to the monthly invoice. 
	preliminary and final total due amounts, and, therefore, will not correspond to the monthly invoice. 

	10. On the last trading day of the month, the header record also displays the day and hour of the system peak demand over the month. This helps loads confirm the calculation of the network transmission tariff charge. 
	10. On the last trading day of the month, the header record also displays the day and hour of the system peak demand over the month. This helps loads confirm the calculation of the network transmission tariff charge. 


	Summary record 
	(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files Table 2.2, available in the 
	(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files Table 2.2, available in the 
	Market Rules and Manuals
	Market Rules and Manuals

	 library.) 

	Summary Records provide a summary of all settlement detail and manual line item records in the statement. One record is included for each combination of date and charge type existing in the Detail and Manual records. For a final statement, adjustment summary records will not be printed if there are no adjustments to the preliminary settlement on the specific date for the specific charge type. The trading date of each summary record will not always match the trading date of the header record, as new settleme
	 
	Figure
	Summary Records break down the total for the day as shown in the header record into the applicable charge types: 
	11. Summary records have the letters ‘SC’ for the Record Type located in first column. 
	11. Summary records have the letters ‘SC’ for the Record Type located in first column. 
	11. Summary records have the letters ‘SC’ for the Record Type located in first column. 

	12. After the first pipe is the Charge Type number the summary record refers to, in this case, charge type 100. Therefore, this is the summary record for energy sold in the physical market on this day by this dispatchable generator. 
	12. After the first pipe is the Charge Type number the summary record refers to, in this case, charge type 100. Therefore, this is the summary record for energy sold in the physical market on this day by this dispatchable generator. 

	13. The Charge Type Description is a brief description of the charge type. 
	13. The Charge Type Description is a brief description of the charge type. 

	14. The Trade Date refers to the date the summary record applies to. This date is important to note, as a preliminary settlement statement can include information about more than one trade day. This occurs most often where a notice of disagreement was not settled until after we issued the final settlement statement for the trade day. 
	14. The Trade Date refers to the date the summary record applies to. This date is important to note, as a preliminary settlement statement can include information about more than one trade day. This occurs most often where a notice of disagreement was not settled until after we issued the final settlement statement for the trade day. 

	15. The Settlement Total is the net amount of settlements for that charge type for the trade day – In this case, the total amount due from the market for charge type 100 is $11,745.06. 
	15. The Settlement Total is the net amount of settlements for that charge type for the trade day – In this case, the total amount due from the market for charge type 100 is $11,745.06. 

	16. The Adjustment Flag indicates whether the record has been adjusted - on a preliminary settlement statement, the adjustment flag is always set to ‘N’ for ‘no’. 
	16. The Adjustment Flag indicates whether the record has been adjusted - on a preliminary settlement statement, the adjustment flag is always set to ‘N’ for ‘no’. 


	Detail record 
	(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files Table 2.3, available in the 
	(For additional details, see Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files Table 2.3, available in the 
	Market Rules and Manuals
	Market Rules and Manuals

	 library.) 

	Example for a dispatchable generator: 
	 
	Figure
	For each charge type shown in the summary records, there are corresponding detail records. The total of the detail records for any charge type equals the total in the corresponding summary record. 
	Detail record highlights: 
	17. The Record Type ‘DP’ appears at the beginning of the line to indicate that this is a detail record. 
	17. The Record Type ‘DP’ appears at the beginning of the line to indicate that this is a detail record. 
	17. The Record Type ‘DP’ appears at the beginning of the line to indicate that this is a detail record. 

	18. Next is the Charge Type that this detail record provides information about – in this case, charge type 100. 
	18. Next is the Charge Type that this detail record provides information about – in this case, charge type 100. 

	19. Next are the Trade Date, Hour and Interval for this record. Prices and some charge types are determined every five minutes. Therefore, the information supplied in a detail record is broken down where appropriate by hour and by interval. 
	19. Next are the Trade Date, Hour and Interval for this record. Prices and some charge types are determined every five minutes. Therefore, the information supplied in a detail record is broken down where appropriate by hour and by interval. 


	For example, here we have information about charge type 100 for March 31, 2009, for Hour Ending 1, Interval 1. There are 12 five-minute intervals in an hour. Please note that even for a dispatchable facility, not all charges are broken down to the interval level. Some are calculated hourly. If this had been an hourly charge, the interval would appear as ‘0’. The interval for monthly charges also appears as ‘0’. There is no monthly column so monthly charges will appear on the statement as either ‘hour 0 inte
	20. Next is the Settlement Amount for the interval for this charge type – the amount either owed by or owed to this market participant. 
	20. Next is the Settlement Amount for the interval for this charge type – the amount either owed by or owed to this market participant. 
	20. Next is the Settlement Amount for the interval for this charge type – the amount either owed by or owed to this market participant. 

	21. The Zone ID is next. We determine energy prices for Ontario and for each of the intertie zones. ONZN indicates that this detail record refers to transactions in the Ontario zone. 
	21. The Zone ID is next. We determine energy prices for Ontario and for each of the intertie zones. ONZN indicates that this detail record refers to transactions in the Ontario zone. 

	22. The Location ID is a number that identifies the point at which the energy being settled is determined to have entered or left the grid – often referred to as the delivery point or defined meter point. 
	22. The Location ID is a number that identifies the point at which the energy being settled is determined to have entered or left the grid – often referred to as the delivery point or defined meter point. 

	23. Settlement Type is always P for preliminary on a preliminary settlement statement. 
	23. Settlement Type is always P for preliminary on a preliminary settlement statement. 

	24. The Bill Quantity is next. This is the amount of energy transacted by this market participant in the interval. (Note that if there is a physical bilateral contract in effect, the bill quantity will not equal the allocated quantity of energy injected (AQEI) or the allocated quantity of energy withdrawn (AQEW). For example, this MP’s AQEI was 7.0, meaning that they injected 7.0 MWh during this interval. However, they sold a physical bilateral contract for 5.0 MWh. As a result, their bill quantity is only 
	24. The Bill Quantity is next. This is the amount of energy transacted by this market participant in the interval. (Note that if there is a physical bilateral contract in effect, the bill quantity will not equal the allocated quantity of energy injected (AQEI) or the allocated quantity of energy withdrawn (AQEW). For example, this MP’s AQEI was 7.0, meaning that they injected 7.0 MWh during this interval. However, they sold a physical bilateral contract for 5.0 MWh. As a result, their bill quantity is only 
	24. The Bill Quantity is next. This is the amount of energy transacted by this market participant in the interval. (Note that if there is a physical bilateral contract in effect, the bill quantity will not equal the allocated quantity of energy injected (AQEI) or the allocated quantity of energy withdrawn (AQEW). For example, this MP’s AQEI was 7.0, meaning that they injected 7.0 MWh during this interval. However, they sold a physical bilateral contract for 5.0 MWh. As a result, their bill quantity is only 
	Training Materials
	Training Materials

	 web pages. 


	25. Next is the Price applicable during the interval. Using the bill quantity and the price, you can confirm the Settlement Amount. 
	25. Next is the Price applicable during the interval. Using the bill quantity and the price, you can confirm the Settlement Amount. 


	26. The Tax Rate and the Tax Billed are shown at the end of the record. There are a number of pipes with no numbers between them – these are space holders for fields that do not apply to this charge type. This example is for a dispatchable generator – different charge types may use different fields. 
	26. The Tax Rate and the Tax Billed are shown at the end of the record. There are a number of pipes with no numbers between them – these are space holders for fields that do not apply to this charge type. This example is for a dispatchable generator – different charge types may use different fields. 
	26. The Tax Rate and the Tax Billed are shown at the end of the record. There are a number of pipes with no numbers between them – these are space holders for fields that do not apply to this charge type. This example is for a dispatchable generator – different charge types may use different fields. 


	Note: The trading date of each charge will not always match the trading date of the header record, as new settlement details for prior trading dates could be included on the preliminary settlement statement and subsequently on a final settlement statement if they have not previously appeared on a statement. 
	Manual Record 
	 
	Figure
	These records identify each individual manual line item that has been entered by the IESO for a market participant. Manual line items will be included in the statement if the affected date is the trading date of the statement or if the affected date is less than the trading date of the statement. 
	Manual Record Highlights: 
	1. The Record Type ‘MP’ appears at the beginning of the line to indicate that this is a Manual record. 
	1. The Record Type ‘MP’ appears at the beginning of the line to indicate that this is a Manual record. 
	1. The Record Type ‘MP’ appears at the beginning of the line to indicate that this is a Manual record. 

	2. Next is the Charge Type that this manual record provides information about – in this case, charge type 1412 
	2. Next is the Charge Type that this manual record provides information about – in this case, charge type 1412 

	3. The Trade Date refers to the date the manual record applies to. This date is important to note, as a preliminary settlement statement can include information about more than one 
	3. The Trade Date refers to the date the manual record applies to. This date is important to note, as a preliminary settlement statement can include information about more than one 


	trade day. In the case of Charge Type 1412 (Feed-In Tariff Program) this Manual entry is based on the values submitted by market participants via On-line settlement form “Feed-In Tariff Program”. 
	trade day. In the case of Charge Type 1412 (Feed-In Tariff Program) this Manual entry is based on the values submitted by market participants via On-line settlement form “Feed-In Tariff Program”. 
	trade day. In the case of Charge Type 1412 (Feed-In Tariff Program) this Manual entry is based on the values submitted by market participants via On-line settlement form “Feed-In Tariff Program”. 

	4. The Settlement Total is the net amount of settlements for that charge type for the trade day – In this case, the total amount due from the market for charge type 1412 is $3,014.52 
	4. The Settlement Total is the net amount of settlements for that charge type for the trade day – In this case, the total amount due from the market for charge type 1412 is $3,014.52 

	5. The Zone ID is next. We determine energy prices for Ontario and for each of the intertie zones. ONZN indicates that this manual record refers to transactions in the Ontario zone. 
	5. The Zone ID is next. We determine energy prices for Ontario and for each of the intertie zones. ONZN indicates that this manual record refers to transactions in the Ontario zone. 

	6. The Billable Quantity indicates the quantity to be billed for the trade day. 
	6. The Billable Quantity indicates the quantity to be billed for the trade day. 

	7. The Tax Rate & Amount is the HST rate and dollar amount that corresponds to the settlement amount. 
	7. The Tax Rate & Amount is the HST rate and dollar amount that corresponds to the settlement amount. 

	8. The Charge Type Description is a brief description of the charge type. 
	8. The Charge Type Description is a brief description of the charge type. 


	Header record for non-dispatchable load 
	 
	Figure
	This is a header record for a non-dispatchable load. As you can see, the structure is the same as the structure for a header record for a dispatchable generator – but in this example the totals are negative, meaning that this MP owes the market money - in this case, $2,221.05. 
	Detail record for non-dispatchable load 
	 
	Figure
	Please note that on the detail record for a non-dispatchable load, the trading interval is always ‘0’ because these participants are charged on an hourly basis, not on a 5-minute interval basis. 
	Also, note that the bill quantity is negative, indicating withdrawal of energy, but the AQEW is a positive number, even though it represents energy taken from the grid. 
	Opening pipe-delimited text files 
	Our settlement statements are formatted as pipe-delimited text files. If you open them in WordPad or Word, the columns collapse together, making the statement difficult to read. However, if you open the statement or data file in Excel, you will see the columns spread out. 
	To open the file in Microsoft Excel: 
	Save the downloaded file as a text file 
	Under the Data tab in Excel, select the From Text option within the Get External Data group 
	 
	The import wizard pops up, select the Delimited option, then click Next: 
	 
	On the next screen, indicate what is delimiting the file. In the blank field next to Other, enter a pipe (the pipe [|] symbol is on the same key as the backslash key), then Finish. 
	 
	Data Files 
	A data file accompanies the preliminary settlement statement. This file provides additional information that can help you understand your settlement statement. 
	• Data files are formatted as pipe-delimited text files (the same format we use for the settlement statements) 
	• Data files are formatted as pipe-delimited text files (the same format we use for the settlement statements) 
	• Data files are formatted as pipe-delimited text files (the same format we use for the settlement statements) 

	• Data files start out with a header record 
	• Data files start out with a header record 

	• Next, if applicable, we provide physical bilateral contract information, including: 
	• Next, if applicable, we provide physical bilateral contract information, including: 

	o The buyer’s and seller's market participant ID numbers 
	o The buyer’s and seller's market participant ID numbers 

	o The location ID for the settlement of the physical bilateral contract 
	o The location ID for the settlement of the physical bilateral contract 

	o The trading dates and hours to which the contract applies 
	o The trading dates and hours to which the contract applies 

	o Details on any reallocation of uplifts between the buyer and the seller 
	o Details on any reallocation of uplifts between the buyer and the seller 

	• The zonal price data section of the data file provides you with all of the prices in the market on the trade day in both the Ontario zone and all of the intertie zones 
	• The zonal price data section of the data file provides you with all of the prices in the market on the trade day in both the Ontario zone and all of the intertie zones 


	If your facility is dispatchable, you receive two additional records: 
	• Schedule data showing how we scheduled your facility 
	• Schedule data showing how we scheduled your facility 
	• Schedule data showing how we scheduled your facility 

	• Bid and offer data showing all your submitted bids and offers 
	• Bid and offer data showing all your submitted bids and offers 


	If you request it, the data file can also include your revenue meter measurement data. If you are interested in this option, please contact 
	If you request it, the data file can also include your revenue meter measurement data. If you are interested in this option, please contact 
	IESO Customer Relations
	IESO Customer Relations

	. 

	Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 
	Any time you are working with your settlement statements, we recommend that you have a printed copy of the Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files document available. It contains most of the information you need to know about how settlement statements are structured and what they contain. This document is available in the 
	Any time you are working with your settlement statements, we recommend that you have a printed copy of the Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files document available. It contains most of the information you need to know about how settlement statements are structured and what they contain. This document is available in the 
	Market Rules and Manuals
	Market Rules and Manuals

	 library. 

	4. Notices of Disagreement 
	A notice of disagreement (NOD) allows you to identify issues you have with a preliminary settlement statement. 
	Objectives 
	After completing this section, you will be able to: 
	• Explain the NOD process, including timelines 
	• Explain the NOD process, including timelines 
	• Explain the NOD process, including timelines 

	• List reasons to file a NOD, as well as items you cannot disagree with by using a NOD 
	• List reasons to file a NOD, as well as items you cannot disagree with by using a NOD 


	When Would You Use a NOD? 
	You can use a notice of disagreement to disagree with your preliminary settlement statement if you believe that the statement: 
	• Does not reflect your actual meter readings 
	• Does not reflect your actual meter readings 
	• Does not reflect your actual meter readings 

	• Has the wrong price (e.g., a zonal price instead of the Ontario price, or an hourly price instead of a five-minute price) 
	• Has the wrong price (e.g., a zonal price instead of the Ontario price, or an hourly price instead of a five-minute price) 

	• Used incorrect schedules for your facility 
	• Used incorrect schedules for your facility 

	• Used incorrect physical bilateral contract data 
	• Used incorrect physical bilateral contract data 

	• Has incorrectly allocated your delivery point 
	• Has incorrectly allocated your delivery point 


	You cannot use a NOD to disagree with: 
	• Calculation of prices – only the IESO has all of the information necessary to calculate these, so you cannot reasonably disagree 
	• Calculation of prices – only the IESO has all of the information necessary to calculate these, so you cannot reasonably disagree 
	• Calculation of prices – only the IESO has all of the information necessary to calculate these, so you cannot reasonably disagree 

	• The equations we use to calculate the charges on the statement – there are other avenues for you to express any concerns you may have about these – for example, the market rule amendment process 
	• The equations we use to calculate the charges on the statement – there are other avenues for you to express any concerns you may have about these – for example, the market rule amendment process 


	Submitting a NOD 
	Submit a separate NOD for each issue you have with your preliminary settlement statement 
	A NOD is submitted through 
	A NOD is submitted through 
	http://online.ieso.ca/
	http://online.ieso.ca/

	 . Refer to the Managing a Notice of Disagreement document on the 
	Guide for All Contact Roles
	Guide for All Contact Roles

	 webpage. 

	Be sure to follow the submission window timelines. 
	 
	Figure
	You must submit the NOD within four business days of when we issue the statement. Be sure the NOD is complete. 
	We will reject incomplete NODs. 
	• If a NOD relates to meter data, include the meter trouble report number 
	• If a NOD relates to meter data, include the meter trouble report number 
	• If a NOD relates to meter data, include the meter trouble report number 

	• If the NOD is for any other reason, provide a proposed correction and supporting documentation 
	• If the NOD is for any other reason, provide a proposed correction and supporting documentation 

	• You have to submit what you think the correct statement entry should be, using the same format as your statement (that is, as a pipe-delimited text file) 
	• You have to submit what you think the correct statement entry should be, using the same format as your statement (that is, as a pipe-delimited text file) 


	When Would We Notify other MPs? 
	If other MPs are affected by your NOD, we will send them the summary text from your NOD. An example of when we would inform another MP is if there are issues with physical bilateral contract data. 
	  
	Resolution of the NOD 
	We have three possible ways to resolve a notice of disagreement: 
	• We can disagree with your NOD and take no further action 
	• We can disagree with your NOD and take no further action 
	• We can disagree with your NOD and take no further action 

	• We can agree with your NOD, but propose a different solution 
	• We can agree with your NOD, but propose a different solution 

	• We can agree with your NOD and accept your proposed solution 
	• We can agree with your NOD and accept your proposed solution 


	Timing 
	We make every effort to resolve NODs as quickly as possible. In most cases, we resolve NODs before we issue the final settlement statement for the day in question. In these cases, the corrected numbers appear on your final settlement statement. 
	However, if we are unable to resolve the NOD before we issue the final settlement statement, any resulting adjustment will appear on the next issued preliminary settlement statement and the corresponding final settlement statement. 
	In all cases, we must close a NOD within 15 business days of when we issue the final settlement statement for the trade date in question. Therefore, all NODs are settled within 35 days of the trade date. 
	Dispute Resolution 
	If you are unhappy about our resolution of your NOD, or if you missed the four-day filing window, you can bring the issue to the dispute resolution process. 
	This process is a generic process available to deal with issues you may have with the IESO- administered markets. It is not specific to settlement statements as the NOD process is. It is an arbitrated process involving rulings by members of the independent Dispute Resolution Panel, which is very similar to a labour relations arbitration panel. 
	Be aware before you file, however, that the arbitrator can award costs to either party, including the cost of running the arbitration. 
	Also, if you are bringing a dispute solely because you missed the NOD filing window, you should be aware that the arbitrator will reject your case unless you can demonstrate that you could not have filed a NOD, even when exercising due diligence. 
	5. Final Settlement Statements 
	Objectives 
	After completing this section, you will be able to: 
	• Distinguish between preliminary and final settlement statements 
	• Distinguish between preliminary and final settlement statements 
	• Distinguish between preliminary and final settlement statements 

	• Understand timelines for final settlement statements 
	• Understand timelines for final settlement statements 

	• Explain the process for disagreeing with a final settlement statement 
	• Explain the process for disagreeing with a final settlement statement 


	Final Settlement Statements 
	You receive a preliminary settlement statement 10 business days after each trade day. This is your first look at the charges or revenues for that day. 
	If you feel you need to do so, you can file a notice of disagreement regarding your preliminary settlement statement. 
	We issue the final settlement statement 10 business days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement. The final settlement statement includes any adjustments that were needed to the preliminary statement’s numbers – for example, if the numbers changed as a result of a settled notice of disagreement. 
	 
	Figure
	Final settlement statements are in the same, pipe-delimited format as preliminary settlement statements. 
	As with the preliminary settlement statements, final settlement statements include header 
	records, summary records, and detail records. They can also include manual line items. 
	Adjustments to the Preliminary Settlement Statement 
	Summary records 
	 
	Figure
	Information from preliminary statement included 
	The final settlement statement always includes all of the summary and detailed records from the preliminary settlement statement. The adjustment flag on these records is set to ‘N’ for ‘no’. 
	Adjustment shows as new line 
	If we have made an adjustment to a charge type, an additional line with the new information is included below the line from the preliminary statement that is being adjusted. 
	Below any changed records, you will also see a second summary record, with the adjustment flag set to ‘Y’ for ‘yes’. 
	Incremental change shown 
	Note that the second summary record indicates the incremental change to the amount due for this charge type from the preliminary statement – it does not indicate the total, final, correct amount due. 
	Therefore, you have to add the original line and the revised line in order to determine what the final amount owed is for that charge type. 
	In the example above, the preliminary statement indicated that this load owed the markets 
	$1364.34. However, the adjustment indicates that they actually owe 63 cents more than that. Adding these two tells you that this MP actually owes $1364.97. 
	Detail records 
	The detail record for a final settlement statement follows the same basic pattern as the final settlement statement summary record: 
	• You will always see a repeat of the information from the preliminary settlement statement. 
	• You will always see a repeat of the information from the preliminary settlement statement. 
	• You will always see a repeat of the information from the preliminary settlement statement. 

	• If we have made adjustments to the charge type, the detail record is repeated. 
	• If we have made adjustments to the charge type, the detail record is repeated. 

	• The adjustment flag in the line copied from the preliminary settlement statement is always set to ‘C’ instead of ‘P’ to identify it as a copy. The adjustment flag on the new line is set to ‘F’ indicating that this is the final adjustment. 
	• The adjustment flag in the line copied from the preliminary settlement statement is always set to ‘C’ instead of ‘P’ to identify it as a copy. The adjustment flag on the new line is set to ‘F’ indicating that this is the final adjustment. 

	• The values in the settlement amount and tax amount fields in the adjusted detail record line are the incremental values from those in the preliminary settlement statement. 
	• The values in the settlement amount and tax amount fields in the adjusted detail record line are the incremental values from those in the preliminary settlement statement. 

	• In any other field, the amount shown represents the revised total, not an incremental change from the preliminary settlement statement. 
	• In any other field, the amount shown represents the revised total, not an incremental change from the preliminary settlement statement. 


	Dispute Resolution 
	The NOD process is available only for preliminary settlement statements. 
	Since final settlement statements are just the preliminary data again plus any adjustments due to NODs, you would not expect to find any problems with your final settlement statements – other than any submitted and as yet unresolved NODs. However, if you do find problems, you have 20 business days after we issue the final settlement statement to file a notice of dispute. 
	Please note that if the item under dispute was originally shown on a preliminary settlement statement, you must have filed a notice of disagreement against the preliminary settlement statement, unless you were prevented from doing so even with the application of due diligence. The dispute’s arbitrator will ask you to explain why no notice of disagreement was filed, and can reject the dispute if insufficient reasons are provided. 
	As with any issue you may have, we encourage you to call us first to see if we can address your concerns. 
	6. Invoices 
	Up to this point, you have received settlement statements listing your liabilities and credits for each trade day of a billing period. However, no money has actually changed hands. 
	Objectives 
	After completing this section, you will be able to: 
	• Explain timelines for retrieving and paying invoices 
	• Explain timelines for retrieving and paying invoices 
	• Explain timelines for retrieving and paying invoices 

	• Identify the main sections of an invoice 
	• Identify the main sections of an invoice 

	• Describe a statement of activity 
	• Describe a statement of activity 


	Invoices 
	Retrieving your invoice 
	As with settlement statements and data files, we post your invoice to our secure website – we do not mail or fax it. It is up to you to retrieve your invoice from the IESO confidential Reports site. The calendar showing the issue dates for statements and invoices is available via our Market Calendars web page. 
	Timing 
	 
	• The invoice period in the real-time energy market is one calendar month. 
	• The invoice period in the real-time energy market is one calendar month. 
	• The invoice period in the real-time energy market is one calendar month. 

	• We post invoices 10 business days after the end of the calendar month 
	• We post invoices 10 business days after the end of the calendar month 

	• If you owe money within the IESO-administered markets, you must make payments within two business days of when we issue the invoice. 
	• If you owe money within the IESO-administered markets, you must make payments within two business days of when we issue the invoice. 

	• If you are owed money, you are paid two business days after we receive payment from consumers. 
	• If you are owed money, you are paid two business days after we receive payment from consumers. 


	Recall our settlement statement timelines – we do not issue final settlement statements until 20 business days after the trade date. Therefore, your invoice is a mixture of preliminary and final information. For example, the invoice for March 2017 includes: 
	• Final Information for February 14 to 28 
	• Final Information for February 14 to 28 
	• Final Information for February 14 to 28 

	• Final information for March 1 through 19 
	• Final information for March 1 through 19 

	• Preliminary information for March 20 through 31 
	• Preliminary information for March 20 through 31 


	Any adjustments for March 20 through 31 will appear on the April invoice. 
	(The calendar below also indicates when you receive preliminary and final settlement statements. Note that on some days you receive several preliminary and final statements.) 
	 
	Figure
	Information on your invoice 
	• Your invoice lists all the charge types that apply for the billing period, along with a description of the charge type and the amount owed by you or to you for that charge type. 
	• Your invoice lists all the charge types that apply for the billing period, along with a description of the charge type and the amount owed by you or to you for that charge type. 
	• Your invoice lists all the charge types that apply for the billing period, along with a description of the charge type and the amount owed by you or to you for that charge type. 

	• Note that on your invoice, a positive number means that you owe the market money, and a negative number means that the market owes you money. On your settlement statements, the reverse is true – a negative number means that you owe the market money, while a positive number means that the market owes you money. 
	• Note that on your invoice, a positive number means that you owe the market money, and a negative number means that the market owes you money. On your settlement statements, the reverse is true – a negative number means that you owe the market money, while a positive number means that the market owes you money. 


	• As with settlement statements, all amounts on your invoice are in Canadian dollars. 
	• As with settlement statements, all amounts on your invoice are in Canadian dollars. 
	• As with settlement statements, all amounts on your invoice are in Canadian dollars. 

	• The invoice shows the total amount owed by you or to you, along with the payment due date. 
	• The invoice shows the total amount owed by you or to you, along with the payment due date. 


	Payments 
	Payments are due from market participants within two business days after we issue the invoice. We then pay suppliers and transmitters by the fourth business day after we issued the invoice. 
	A payment should relate to only one invoice – this will avoid confusion. 
	Payment in full required 
	You must pay your invoice in full, even if you have an outstanding notice of disagreement that you are sure we will accept. Any corrections will appear on a subsequent invoice. We have to be stringent about this because we are a revenue neutral organization. Therefore, each month the amount we collect has to be the same as the amount we pay out. 
	Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) 
	Please make all payments by electronic funds transfer (EFT). 
	Because of this requirement, you need to have an account with a bank that has EFT capability and that has a branch in Ontario. 
	Be sure to include information identifying the transaction. 
	Manual Invoices 
	We issue manual invoices under a number of circumstances, including: 
	• To recover interest charged on late payments 
	• To recover interest charged on late payments 
	• To recover interest charged on late payments 

	• To recover the cost of processing over-payments 
	• To recover the cost of processing over-payments 

	• To recover arbitration costs that have been assigned to the MP by the arbitrator 
	• To recover arbitration costs that have been assigned to the MP by the arbitrator 

	• To pay an MP for credits arising out of a mediation, or to recover any payments arising from an arbitration decision 
	• To pay an MP for credits arising out of a mediation, or to recover any payments arising from an arbitration decision 

	• To impose monetary compliance penalties 
	• To impose monetary compliance penalties 


	Receiving and paying a manual invoice 
	Manual invoices are not necessarily produced on the same day as the regular monthly invoice. They can be produced at any time of the month. 
	• We notify the MP via email when we issue a manual invoice. 
	• We notify the MP via email when we issue a manual invoice. 
	• We notify the MP via email when we issue a manual invoice. 


	• Payment of manual invoices is required within two business days of when we issue the invoice if the invoice is for financing charges, and within ten business days for all other charges. To avoid confusion, the invoice specifies the payment date. 
	• Payment of manual invoices is required within two business days of when we issue the invoice if the invoice is for financing charges, and within ten business days for all other charges. To avoid confusion, the invoice specifies the payment date. 
	• Payment of manual invoices is required within two business days of when we issue the invoice if the invoice is for financing charges, and within ten business days for all other charges. To avoid confusion, the invoice specifies the payment date. 


	Note that it is important to keep your company contact information up-to-date to ensure that you do not miss downloading and paying a manual invoice on time. 
	Statement of Activity 
	Along with settlement statements and invoices, we also issue statements of activity. A statement of activity is similar to a bank statement for your account with us - it gives you a record of your account activity for the calendar month. 
	We issue statements of activity on the first business day of each month. The statements include information on: 
	• The opening and ending balances for the month 
	• The opening and ending balances for the month 
	• The opening and ending balances for the month 

	• Any invoices issued during the month 
	• Any invoices issued during the month 

	• Any payments or receipts for the month 
	• Any payments or receipts for the month 

	• Any past due amounts if you didn’t pay your invoice on time  
	• Any past due amounts if you didn’t pay your invoice on time  


	Below is an example of a Statement of Activity: 
	 
	Figure
	7. Financial Markets 
	We use the same process for invoicing the physical and financial markets, but the timing is different. 
	Objectives 
	After completing this section, you will be able to: 
	• List the timelines associated with both physical and financial market settlement statements and invoices. 
	• List the timelines associated with both physical and financial market settlement statements and invoices. 
	• List the timelines associated with both physical and financial market settlement statements and invoices. 


	Financial Market Settlement Statements and Invoices 
	The only financial market we administer is the Transmission Rights (TR) Market. TR’s allow for payments based on the price differential between the Ontario zone price and the price in an intertie zone. We sell TRs in auctions that do not conform to physical market timelines. (For additional information about TRs, please see the Transmission Rights workbook, available on our Marketplace Training web pages.) 
	Financial market timelines 
	• We issue preliminary settlement statements two business days after the close of a transmission rights auction 
	• We issue preliminary settlement statements two business days after the close of a transmission rights auction 
	• We issue preliminary settlement statements two business days after the close of a transmission rights auction 

	• We issue final settlement statements four business days after the preliminary settlement statements – i.e., six business days after the end of the auction 
	• We issue final settlement statements four business days after the preliminary settlement statements – i.e., six business days after the end of the auction 


	No data files 
	There are no data files in the financial market. 
	Notices of disagreement 
	• In the financial market, you have only two business days to file a notice of disagreement (not four business days as you have in the physical markets) 
	• In the financial market, you have only two business days to file a notice of disagreement (not four business days as you have in the physical markets) 
	• In the financial market, you have only two business days to file a notice of disagreement (not four business days as you have in the physical markets) 

	• The window for a notice of dispute is 20 days – the same as in the physical markets 
	• The window for a notice of dispute is 20 days – the same as in the physical markets 


	Billing period and payment timelines 
	The billing period for the financial market is one week instead of the one month in the physical markets. 
	We issue invoices six business days after the billing period (the same day we issue final settlement statements). 
	Retrieving settlement statements and invoices 
	As with physical market settlement statements and invoices, we post your financial market statements and invoices to our secure website – we do not mail or fax them. It is up to you to retrieve them from our confidential Reports site. 
	The calendar showing the issue dates for financial market statements and invoices is available via our 
	The calendar showing the issue dates for financial market statements and invoices is available via our 
	Market Calendars
	Market Calendars

	 web page. 

	Timelines comparison 
	 
	Figure
	 
	8. Skill Check 
	Questions 
	1. Which charge type series do we use for energy purchases and sales? 
	1. Which charge type series do we use for energy purchases and sales? 
	1. Which charge type series do we use for energy purchases and sales? 

	a) 100 series 
	a) 100 series 

	b) 200 series 
	b) 200 series 

	c) 300 series 
	c) 300 series 

	d) 400 series 
	d) 400 series 

	2. True or False: In the physical markets, we issue preliminary settlement statements ten calendar days after the trading date. 
	2. True or False: In the physical markets, we issue preliminary settlement statements ten calendar days after the trading date. 

	3. If you wish to submit a NOD in the physical markets, you must submit it no later than    business days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement. 
	3. If you wish to submit a NOD in the physical markets, you must submit it no later than    business days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement. 

	4. True or False: In the physical markets, we produce final settlement statements for each business day in the month. 
	4. True or False: In the physical markets, we produce final settlement statements for each business day in the month. 

	5. How often do we produce invoices for the physical markets? 
	5. How often do we produce invoices for the physical markets? 

	a) Each business day 
	a) Each business day 

	b) Once a week 
	b) Once a week 

	c) Once a month 
	c) Once a month 

	6. When is payment due to the IESO? 
	6. When is payment due to the IESO? 


	________________ business days after we issue the invoice. 
	7. When are payments due to participants from the IESO? 
	7. When are payments due to participants from the IESO? 
	7. When are payments due to participants from the IESO? 


	________________business days after we issue the invoice. 
	8. How do you receive settlement statements and invoices? 
	8. How do you receive settlement statements and invoices? 
	8. How do you receive settlement statements and invoices? 

	a) You receive them by mail from the IESO 
	a) You receive them by mail from the IESO 

	b) You receive them by fax from the IESO 
	b) You receive them by fax from the IESO 

	c) You retrieve them via the IESO confidential Reports site 
	c) You retrieve them via the IESO confidential Reports site 

	9. True or False: It is possible to receive 3 preliminary settlement statements on one day. 
	9. True or False: It is possible to receive 3 preliminary settlement statements on one day. 


	10. On a final settlement statement, if the adjustment flag is set to ‘Y’, the new amount owing on the second summary record indicates: 
	10. On a final settlement statement, if the adjustment flag is set to ‘Y’, the new amount owing on the second summary record indicates: 
	10. On a final settlement statement, if the adjustment flag is set to ‘Y’, the new amount owing on the second summary record indicates: 

	a) The incremental change 
	a) The incremental change 

	b) The new total 
	b) The new total 

	11. In the financial market, you have_____________days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement to file a NOD. 
	11. In the financial market, you have_____________days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement to file a NOD. 

	12. True or False: If you submit a NOD, you must submit what you think the correct statement entry should be, using the same format as your statement. 
	12. True or False: If you submit a NOD, you must submit what you think the correct statement entry should be, using the same format as your statement. 


	Answers 
	1. Which charge type series do we use for energy purchases and sales? 
	1. Which charge type series do we use for energy purchases and sales? 
	1. Which charge type series do we use for energy purchases and sales? 

	a) 100 series  
	a) 100 series  

	b) 200 series  
	b) 200 series  

	c) 300 series  
	c) 300 series  

	d) 400 series  
	d) 400 series  

	2. True  or False : In the physical markets, we issue preliminary settlement statements ten calendar days after the trading date. 
	2. True  or False : In the physical markets, we issue preliminary settlement statements ten calendar days after the trading date. 


	Comment: We issue preliminary settlement statements ten business days after the trading date. 
	3. If you wish to submit a NOD in the physical markets, you must submit it no later than 4 business days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement. 
	3. If you wish to submit a NOD in the physical markets, you must submit it no later than 4 business days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement. 
	3. If you wish to submit a NOD in the physical markets, you must submit it no later than 4 business days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement. 

	4. True  or False : In the physical markets, we produce final settlement statements for each business day in the month. 
	4. True  or False : In the physical markets, we produce final settlement statements for each business day in the month. 


	Comment: We produce final settlement statements for each trading day in the month. 
	5. How often do we produce invoices for the physical markets? 
	5. How often do we produce invoices for the physical markets? 
	5. How often do we produce invoices for the physical markets? 

	a) Each business day  
	a) Each business day  

	b) Once a week  
	b) Once a week  

	c) Once a month  
	c) Once a month  

	6. When is payment due to the IESO? 
	6. When is payment due to the IESO? 


	2 business days after we issue the invoice. 
	7. When are payments due to participants from the IESO? 
	7. When are payments due to participants from the IESO? 
	7. When are payments due to participants from the IESO? 


	4 business days after we issue the invoice. 
	8. How do you receive settlement statements and invoices? 
	8. How do you receive settlement statements and invoices? 
	8. How do you receive settlement statements and invoices? 

	a) You receive them by mail from the IESO  
	a) You receive them by mail from the IESO  

	b) You receive them by fax from the IESO  
	b) You receive them by fax from the IESO  

	c) You retrieve them via the IESO confidential Reports site  
	c) You retrieve them via the IESO confidential Reports site  

	9. True  or False : It is possible to receive 3 preliminary settlement statements on one day. 
	9. True  or False : It is possible to receive 3 preliminary settlement statements on one day. 


	10. On a physical market final settlement statement, if the adjustment flag is set to ‘Y’, the new amount owing on the second summary record indicates: 
	10. On a physical market final settlement statement, if the adjustment flag is set to ‘Y’, the new amount owing on the second summary record indicates: 
	10. On a physical market final settlement statement, if the adjustment flag is set to ‘Y’, the new amount owing on the second summary record indicates: 

	a) The incremental change  
	a) The incremental change  

	b) The new total  
	b) The new total  

	11. In the financial market, you have 2 days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement to file a NOD. 
	11. In the financial market, you have 2 days after we issue the preliminary settlement statement to file a NOD. 

	12. True  or False : If you submit a NOD, you must submit what you think the correct statement entry should be, using the same format as your statement. 
	12. True  or False : If you submit a NOD, you must submit what you think the correct statement entry should be, using the same format as your statement. 


	9. Additional Information 
	Marketplace Training
	Marketplace Training
	Marketplace Training

	 and 
	Participant Tool Training
	Participant Tool Training

	 web pages: 

	• Workbooks 
	• Workbooks 
	• Workbooks 

	o Introduction to Ontario’s Physical Markets 
	o Introduction to Ontario’s Physical Markets 

	o Interjurisdictional Energy Trading 
	o Interjurisdictional Energy Trading 

	o Revenue Metering 
	o Revenue Metering 

	o Physical Bilateral Contracts 
	o Physical Bilateral Contracts 

	o Transmission Rights 
	o Transmission Rights 

	• Guide to Prudentials at the IESO 
	• Guide to Prudentials at the IESO 

	• Guide to the IESO Portal 
	• Guide to the IESO Portal 

	• Guide to Online Data Submission via the IESO Portal 
	• Guide to Online Data Submission via the IESO Portal 


	Market Rules and Manuals Library
	Market Rules and Manuals Library
	Market Rules and Manuals Library

	: 

	• IESO Charge Types and Equations 
	• IESO Charge Types and Equations 
	• IESO Charge Types and Equations 

	• Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 
	• Format Specifications for Settlement Statement Files and Data Files 

	• IESO Settlements Market Manual (Market Manual 5) 
	• IESO Settlements Market Manual (Market Manual 5) 


	IESO 
	IESO 
	Settlements
	Settlements

	 web pages 




